The Math
Let Y be a n × k matrix holding the data. One can decompose Y with a singular value decomposition (SVD) into
where L contains the Eigenvalues.
From the SVD results the 2 × 2 matrix L is formed, which contains the two elements of L with the highest Eigenvalues. The n × 2 matrix U and the k × 2 matrix V are formed by choosing those columns from V and U which correspondent to the highest Eigenvalues.
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The coordinates for the observations are given by
and the coordinates for the variables are given by
Biplot-Types are defined by choosing the value for c.
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Biplot-Types
GH
Two new Options
rv is used to produce relative variation diagrams. Relative variation diagrams are Biplots for compositional data and compositional data are data sets with constant row-sums and only positive value (like, for example the row percentages of two-way frequency tables). To get a relative variation diagram the data matrix needs to be transformed before producing the Biplot,. biplot does this transformation for you if you specify rv.
mahalanobis can be used for GH-Biplots to rescale the graph in a way that the distances between the observations approximates the Mahalnobis distances.
